
 

 

Partner Integration levels  
 

Different levels of integration 

We provide different levels of integration. These levels are visualized in this schematic: 

 

The short description of each level: 

1. The user authentication of the partner platform is used to authenticate on the IamP 

platform and specific assessment. The assessment itself is done by the user on the 

IamP platform. After finishing the assessment the user goes back to the partner 

platform. This can have to scenario’s: 

a. The output is not shared but always stays available for the user on the IamP 

platform. 

b. The output results can be send to the partner platform and added to the user 

profile or dossier. 

2. Content & Service integration. This requires the integration on level 1 but now the 

partner platform can use smaller blocks of content in different variations to better match 

and optimize the user flow by combining its own content & services with IamP content & 

services. 

3. Data AI/ML integration: This requires at least level 1 integration but then specific 

analytical questions and requirements are specified as input for the AI/ML analysis. 

This results in a custom solution. Optional data & data sources of IamP and the partner 

can be combined for additional analytical purposes. Depending on the specific services, 

this can to some extent, also be done with anonymized data. 



 

 

Partner Integration levels  
 

In the following paragraphs the API requirements 

are described in more detail. 

Level 1: 

Authentication 

(SSO) 
 
This link is used to open the assessment inside an iframe or a browser tab. 
 

URL “https://<assessment>.theherostory.com/entry/token/<sessionId>/<entryToken
>” 

Argument assessment: The sub url of the assessment provided by Iamprogrez. 
sessionId: Id provided by Iamprogrez. 
entryToken: This token is provided by the partner which is used to authenticate 
the client and get his data. 

Descriptio
n 

This url is opened to authenticate the client and enter the assessment. 

Result If authentication of the next step is valid the client is logged in inside the 
assessment 

 
In order for the authenticate to work the entryToken is used by Iamprogrez to get the client data 
from the partner, this is done by a post request to the partners api or backend. 
 

URL GET: “https://<url>/getuserinfo?token=<entryToken>” 

Argument url: This url is provided by the partner. 
entryToken: The token which the assessment is opened with is send to the 
partners api or backend to get its client data. 

Description The backend of Iamprogrez uses the entryToken provided by the partner to get 
the client data and create an Iamprogrez account for him. 

Result client data with email and an unique id. 

 


